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Abstract." A rheological model has been derived for the linear-viscoelastic be- 
haviour of a dispersion of transversely rigid spherical capsules. The model incor- 
porates finite thickness of the elastic shell of  the capsules, anisotropy of the 
mechanical properties of  the interface and finite volume fraction. The dynamic 
viscosity of the dispersion is calculated. The influence of the microstructural 
parameters i considered and the results are compared with those of  other models. 
The model shows that finite thickness of  the shell can strongly influence the relax- 
ation times. 
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- particle radius 
- 6 x 6 matrix 
- radius of  the cell 
- 6 x 6 matrix 
6 x 1 matrix. 
- rate of  strain tensor 
- unit vector 
- Young's modulus 
- correction factor 
- force vector 
- scalar quantity defined in eq. (20) 
- constant proportional to the applied rate of strain 
- shell thickness 
- particle index 
- (= h/2 am) relative shell thickness 
- resultant surface moment per unit surface 
- resultant bending moment  per unit length 
- resultant twisting moment per unit length 
- normal vector 
- resultant normal force per unit length 
- resultant shear force per unit length 
- pressure 
- equil ibrium pressure 
- resultant loading force per unit surface 
- resultant shear force per unit length 
- spherical coordinate 
- position vector 
- (= b/am) relative cell radius 
- radius of curvature 
- displacement vector 
- component o fs  
- area 
t - t ime 
T - stress tensor in the fluid 
Trr, T~r - components of T 
u - velocity vector 
Ur, bl 0 - -  spherical components of u 
u ° - velocity vector at the sample boundary 
V - (= t/(i)/~/(el) viscosity ratio 
V~ - cell volume 
V~ - cell surface 
Vp - particle volume 
Vp - particle surface 
Vs - sample volume 
V~ - sample surface 
X1, . . .  X 6 - functions of  R, L, Vand v 
Y - 6 x 1 matrix 
Y1 . . . .  I16 - components of  Y 
Z - (= 2 co t/(e) am/(Eh)) 
~,fl " - curvi.linear surface coordinates 
y~ - strain component 
c 2 - strain component 
- distance along the normal to the middle surface 
r/ - viscosity 
q* - (= ~/' - i r/") complex viscosity 
t]sepe c - -  (=  (7"/* - -  t~(e))//'~ (e) = ~]~pec - -  i tiPpet) specific com-  
p lex  viscosity 
0 - spherical coordinate 
0~ - strain component 
x - surface dilatational modulus 
K~ - strain component 
/ l  - surface shear modulus 
v - Poisson ratio 
a~ - normal force per unit surface 
z~ - shear force per unit surface 
0 - spherical coordinate 
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- volume concentration 
co - angular frequency 
Subscripts 
ext - including shell volume 
int - excluding shell volume 
l - longest 
m - middle surface 
s - shortest 
~, fl, ( - component in e, fl, ( direction 
Superscripts 
e - external fluid 
i - internal fluid 
- quantity at a distance ~ from the middle surface 
1.  I n t r o d u c t i o n  
That part of the rheology of emulsions which focus- 
ses on the influence of the mechanical properties of the 
almost spherical interface between dispersed and con- 
tinuous phase has attracted increasing interest over the 
last few years. A few reasonably well defined model 
systems are available to study interfaces experimental- 
ly. Dynamic shear experiments have been applied for 
the investigation of ionic and nonionic (micro-) emul- 
sions [1, 2]. In particular non-linear properties of cap- 
sule dispersions with cross-linked polymeric interfaces 
[3] have been studied. Potentially spherical vesicles 
would seem a suitable subject for further study. 
On the theoretical side several models [4-9] are 
available. A survey, arranged with aid of the parame- 
ters volume fraction 0 and relative shell thickness L, of 
these models as far as the complex viscosity is con- 
cerned is given in table 1. 
The subject of the present work was to develop a 
theoretical model for a capsule dispersion that incor- 
porates finite thickness, anisotropy of the mechanical 
properties of the interface and finite volume fractions 
and which would allow us to interpret the results of 
dynamic shear measurements for instance of vesicles. 
The considered capsules consist of a Newtonian fluid 
with viscos!ty r/(0 enclosed in a spherical transversely 
rigid shell of thickness h. A capsule is surrounded by a 
Newtonian fluid with viscosity 17 (e~ (see figure 1). The 
shell is infinitely stiff in a direction perpendicular to 
the surface and mechanically isotropic in a tangential 
direction. The mechanical properties in the shell are 
characterized by .the young's modulus E and the 
Poisson ratio v. Transversely r igid shells'simplify the 
relationship between forces and deformations in the 
hydrodynamic description of the system. It is assumed 
n(e) 
Fig. 1. Schematic picture of the capsule 
Table 1. Survey of theoretical models 
~ shell 
"~kness  
volume 
fraction 
L = 0") L ~ 0.05 L arbitrary 
~finite Oosterbroek [7] Present work' 
-co>=0 - co>_0 
-transversely 
rigid 
05~0 Oldroyd [4] 
- co>0 
Barth6s-Biesel 
and Chhim [8] 
- -  (D  ----~ 0 
- incompressible 
- isotropic 
Sakanishi and Takano [5] 
Brunn [6] 
- -cocO 
- incompressible 
- isotropic 
Takano and Sakanishi [91 
-o )=0 
- incompressible 
- anisotropic 
*) With L = 0 the limit described in section 5.2 is meant. 
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to be applicable up to L = h/(2 am) = 0.05 [10], where a m 
is the radius of the so-called middle surface of the 
shell. To be able to account for hydrodynamic nter- 
actions a cell model has been used. At the cell surface a 
harmonically oscillating pure straining flow is applied. 
The flow is so weak that the capsules remain almost 
spherical. For the formulation of the boundary condi- 
tions at the shell the occurring stresses and strains for 
small ellipsoidal deformations are considered. The com- 
plete set of six boundary conditions (at the cell surface 
and the shell) makes it possible to solve the six 
unknowns• One of these determines the complex vis- 
cosity• 
The results are derived numerically and presented 
graphically. From the present work it is possible to 
deduce results for other models [4-8] as far as they 
overlap• 
Some striking results Can be interpreted by consider- 
ing the influence of the parameters and the frequency 
on the mechanics of an oscillating straining process. 
2. Formal calculation of the complex viscosity 
2. I Volume averaged stress tensor 
For the calculation of the complex viscosity q* we 
will use the general definition: 
(T) =- 2r/* (D).  (1) 
In (1) the deviatoric part (T) of the volume-averaged 
stress (T) may be evaluated by surface integrals over 
the particles [11] 
(T - - )=2r / (D)+Iz  I {T. n r -q (un+nu)  
rs k ~V~ 
1 (r" T'n) 1} dS (2) 
The volume averaged rate of strain tensor (D) may be 
related to the macroscopic velocity at the sample 
boundaries 
= I (u °" + nu°) dS.  (3) (D) 2V~8~ 
In principle this method gives a complete constitutive 
equation, but for spherical particles v/* turns out to be 
just a scalar function [12]. 
2.2 Statistical cell model 
To account for the hydrodynamic nteraction be- 
tween deformable spheres a statistical cell model will 
be used. In this model it is assumed that the averaged 
hydrodynamic effect of neighbouring particles may be 
expressed in boundary conditions that apply at a cer- 
tain distance b from each particle. This distance can be 
regarded as the hydrodynamic interaction radius. The 
concentration dependence of properties calculated with 
this model is governed by an assumed relation between 
b and the concentration• This is a semi-empirical 
relation. 
In the low-concentration region a relatively simple 
expression for b was proposed by Simha [13]: 
b =f .a .  {p-l/3. (4) 
Thomas [14] compared the results of Simha's calcula- 
tions with high-shear steady-state viscosity data on sus- 
pensions of rigid spheres. He found a good agreement 
with experimental data if f=  1.111 for ~b < 0.15. Al- 
though the statistical cell model is not selfconsistent 
theoretically [15] it is very useful for describing the 
concentration dependence. 
At r = b we shall use Simha's boundary conditions 
[12], i.e. the velocity at r = b is equal to the velocity of 
a homogeneous sample at that place• We only consider 
the pure straining part of the flow field and neglect he 
rotational part of it since the particles are assumed to 
remain almost spherical in the flow. For convenience 
we will take the harmonically oscillating flow at the 
boundaries of the sample and cell to be identical with 
the flow field used by Oldroyd [4, 16]. Complex nota- 
tion will be used. 
[ -1  O i l  {~at~Vc, (5a) u °=G 0 -1  -rexp(icot) for at~V~. (5b) 
0 0 
2.3 Hydrodynamics 
Both internal and external fluid are treated as incom- 
pressible Newtonian fluids: 
V. u = 0, (6) 
T=-p l  + 2r/O. (7) 
The Reynolds number is taken to be sufficiently small 
for the creeping-motion equation to be valid• 
Y] V 2 u = Vp .  (8) 
Lamb [17] has given the solution of (6-8). The 
formulae with the symmetry of (5) are most conve- 
niently expressed in spherical coordinates [4] 
{+ 1 } 
ur= Ar 3+- fBr  -2+2Cr -3Dr  -4 
• -~-cos q~- {exp(icot)}, (9) 
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u6= {-~Ar3 + Cr + Dr-4} {- 3cos~sin~)} 
• {exp (ioot)}, (10) 
p =,l{Ar2+Br -3} ~-cos2q5 - 
• {exp (icot)} +P0. (11) 
The components of the stress tensor that are relevant to 
the calculation of ~/* are given by 
T~=r l{ -+Ar2-3Br -3+4C+24Dr -q  
• {3  cos2~b- 1}  {exp (icot)} -po ,  (12) 
Tr¢, = tl { ~--~ Ar2 + IBr -3  + 2 C -  8 Dr -5} 
• {- 3 cos 4~ sin ~b} {exp (i o) t)}. (13) 
2.4 Formal solution of ~l* 
It is now possible to express t/* formally in terms of 
the constant B (e) of the flow field in the external fluid 
and the applied rate of strain [7]. The flow field and 
the pressure field are given as a function of 8 unknown 
parameters. If there are no net forces acting on the 
particles and inertia effects are neglected, the choice of 
the origin has no effect on the evaluation of the 
integral in (1). Thus it is permissible to choose a dif- 
ferent origin for each particle• Using eqs. (9, 10, 12, 13) 
we find 
, i 0 il (T} = 2 r/{e) (D} - -~  ~ 3 0 
• exp (i co t). (14) 
The specific viscosity of the dispersion may now be 
expressed in B~e)/G, using (1, 5b, 14) 
tl* - tl (e) 1 B (e) 
r/s~ q(e) 4 q5 a -3 - -G  (15) 
Thus r/* can be solved by finding the value of B(~UG. 
This can be done by formulating a set of eight linear 
homogeneous equations in the parameters A(O, ' B (0, 
C (i), D (i), Ace), B (e), C (e) and D (~) from which B(e)/G can 
be solved. Two equations follow from the continuity of 
the velocity at the cell boundary, and another two from 
the finiteness of the velocity at r = 0. 
The continuity of the velocity and the forces at the 
boundaries of the shell (in principle eight equations) 
are reduced to four equations (see sections 4.3 and 4.4). 
To formulate quations describing the continuity of the 
forces across the shell it is necessary to look more 
accurately to the mechanics of transversely rigid axi- 
symmetric shells. 
3. Mechanics of transversely rigid axisymmetrie shells 
3.1 Forces and moments inshells 
For the description of the mechanics of transversely 
rigid axisymmetric shells we will closely follow the 
shell theory described by Seide [10]. 
A shell of constant thickness is defined by the equa- 
tion of its middle surface and the magnitude of the 
thickness. A system of orthogonal curvilinear coordi- 
nates for points inside the shell is defined by the coor- 
dinates ~ and fl corresponding to the lines of curvature 
on the middle surface and the distance ( along the 
normal to the middle surface (see figure 2). 
We will first summarize the differential equations of 
the three-dimensional theory of elasticity for the region 
between the bounding surfaces of the shell• To obtain 
equilibrium equations for stresses in the shell, we con- 
sider a small element in the shell bounded by two 
surfaces parallel to the middle surface of the shell, a 
distance d~ apart, and four adjacent surfaces perpen- 
dicular to the middle surface with normals along the 
lines of curvature. As is usual in small deformation 
theory, we assume that the effects of geometry changes 
of the element on equilibrium of forces are negli- 
gible. The surface forces on the element of the shell 
are shown in figure 2. 
On three perpendicular adjacent surfaces of the 
element, dS~, dS~ and dS~ the forces F~ (0, F~ ~) and F~ ~) 
act, e.g. 
F~ (0 = [(a~) (¢) e~ + ~ /~ 
Fig. 2. Surface forces acting on the shell element 
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On the three opponent perpendicular surfaces, the 
forces are given by 
r(2+=~--d,, r~(~>+ 8~ +-U -< 
When we assume body forces to be absent, we can 
formulate the vector equation of equilibrium by letting 
the sum of all the forces on the element be equal to 
zero. We then obtain 
8F(~) 8F(¢) 8F(~) 
8, d'+-Y-~-~ dfl+Z-~-~ d~=O" (16) 8/5 o¢ 
This leads to the following equations for the equilib- 
rium of forces 
8 8, [g,(l+~)a(~O]+~-~-ff[g,(l+-fT)'c(~)~ 1 
+ ~---([g=g'( l+~)(l+~)z(~] 
+ ~-~fl-~- (l +-£-Qt r (0 8g/~ (! +-~-) o-(o 
+ g~ (l+~-)z:?= 0 
Rc ~ 
+---~-- 1 R-~f~ ~fl- 8,fl 1 
+ g'gfl (1 +-~-7) "c}~ = 0 , (18) R~ 
(17) 
8,8 [g~( l+~)z(~]+-~f l  [g ' (  I+~Ir(O]R,] ~(] 
+ 8_~_ [g~gp (1 +~_)  (1 +_~_7) a~¢) 1 (19) 
' 
in which the scalar quantities g~ and the radii of curva- 
ture R~ are defined by 
--~] (20) 
1 1 82r 
R~-  g2e¢ 8)2  . (21) 
Equilibrium of moments about three orthogonal 
axes has been satisfied automatically by taking the 
magnitudes of shear stresses on adjacent faces to be 
equal i.e. 
z~ = D~, (22) 
r< = r~, (23) 
-c~,~- = z~fl. (24) 
3.2 Constitutive equations ofshells 
The constitutive equations give relations between the 
stresses and strains in materials. In the linear-elastic 
shell theory besides these equations usually also strain- 
displacement relations are given. Assuming the shell 
thickness to be constant during the deformation, we 
can describe the strain displacement relations by the 
following six equations: 
e(¢> - 1 [Ss (¢) 1 8g~ s(¢) + g~ s(¢>] (25) 
4~ > _ 8s?  
8~'' 
1 8g~ s~ o+ gp ] g~ 8, --~-~ s}° '  (26) 
(27) 
y,_ 1 [Ss~ ¢> 1 8g~s(O ] 
~- (g~ l+~ ) L 8, ~,~ 8,~ 
1 18s~ (0 1 8gfl s~) ] (28) + 
8s~ (0 I [ 8s;(O g~s(~ ~>] (29) ,(~) + 
,(o _ + , (30) 
" f l ; -8~ gz( l+ ~) [  8fl Rfl 
in which the displacement vector s is given by 
s = s~ e~ + sze z + sce¢. (31) 
Since the shell material is assumed to be linear-elastic 
and isotropic in layers parallel to the middle surface, 
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we can write the following stress-strain relations. 
v~ o.}0 e(¢ ) = 1E ~r~(0~ - va(~O] - -~ , (32) 
] ) e t ~ - -~  , (33) 
e~ 0 = 1 ~(0 _ v~ [a (0 + a~O]} (34) 
E~ ~(  
/(0 2 (1 + v) r(¢) (35) 
~fl E "P ' 
(0 2 (l+vc) r( 0 (36) 
7}~;~ 2 (1 + v 0 r(~. (37) 
E~ 
If E = E~ and v= v¢ we deal with the conventional 
Young's modulus and P0isson ratio, respectively. 
3.3 Assumptions for transversely rigidshells 
In most cases, solutions of the equations of three- 
dimensional elasticity theory are extremely difficult to 
obtain so that approximations to the theory are desir- 
able. The so-called theory of transversely rigid shells is 
an approximatio n which replaces the three-dimen- 
sional problem by a two-dimensional problem which is 
somewhat easier to handle. The assumptions under- 
lying this theory are as follows: 
The distributions of stresses and displacements in a 
shell composed of a hypothetical material which has 
infinite resistance to extension in the direction normal to 
the middle surface and infinite resistance to shearing in 
planes normal to the middle surface are an adequate 
representation of the corresponding distributions in a 
shell composed of an isotropic material. 
These assumptions for transversely rigid shells lead 
to 
v; = finite, (38) 
E; = oo. (39) 
This leads to a reduction of the stress-strain relations 
(32-37): 
1 [a( 0 _ vap(Ol ' (40) 4 o 
l [a(:i- va(O], (41) 
7(~ 2 (1 + v) z(¢.) (42) 
E ~fl' 
e}¢) = 7g~'~ = 7~ 0 = O. (43) 
These stress-strain relations correspond to those im- 
plied by the assumptions for the deformation attribut- 
ed to Love and Kirchhoff [18] which can be described 
as follows: 
1. Straight lines normal to the undeformed middle 
surface remain straight and normal to the deformed 
middle surface an d do not change in length. 
2. The normal stresses acting on surfaces parallel to the 
middle surface may be neglected in comparison with 
the other stresses. 
From these deformation assumptions, it can be 
derived that the tangential displacements are linear 
across the shell and that the normal displacements are 
constant. As a consequence of these assumptions the 
strain-displacement relations reduce to the following 
equations expressed in the deformation of the middle 
surface: 
_ 1 [ 8s~ 1 ~g~ . g~ 
g~ . . [80~ 1 8g~ ~ ]]  
- j t ,  (44) 
-~ s~ + s t 
g~ 1 + --R--~p 
[O0Z+I  Ogz 0:]] (45) 
-Staff g, JJ' 
1 [0s~ 1 SOp s~ + 
\ Rp! 
;LaP g, 
e~)-- ,(0 = ,(0-- 0 -- ~ ~-  , 
in which 
g~ ~ R~ 
0p 1 [~s, 9~s~]. 
= g~ ~fl Rp 
(46) 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
3.4 Stress resultants and equilibrium conditions 
In a straightforward approach we could express the 
stresses a(~ 0, a(p 0 and r(fJ in terms of the middle surface 
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displacements by means of eqs. (40-42, 44-46). The 
equilibrium conditions (2-4) together with the known 
values of a} ~), ~(~ and z~ on the inner and outer paral- 
lel bounding surfaces defined by ~= + h/2 make it 
possible to solve a~ ~), ~(~ and r(~ in terms of the middle 
surface displacements. 
However, it is possible to avoid the consideration of
the detailed distributions of stresses in the shell and 
only deal with the known values of these stresses on the 
surfaces bounding the shell by integrating the equa- 
tions of equilibrium over the wall thickness. Stress 
resultants, expressed as moments and forces per unit 
length of middle surface, act on the sides of a shell 
element bounded by the parallel surfaces ~= __ h/2 
and planes normal to the middle surface. The sides of 
this element will be taken in the directions of adjacent 
lines of curvature. The shell element in figure 2 is only 
a small portion of this overall shell element. 
The force components per unit length of the middle 
surface can be defined by integrating the appropriate 
stresses over the cross section on which they act and 
dividing them by the differential length of the surface 
line of curvature, see figure 3. Bending and twisting 
moment per unit middle surface length are defined 
similarly, see figure 4. 
• o ° 
Fig. 3. Resultant force components acting on the shell element 
t l  
Mf~ 
Fig. 4. Resultant moment components acting on he shell 
element 
By integrating the equilibrium conditions (2-4) over 
the shell thickness we find: 
0 0 Og~ N _ 5gp 
-~~(g~N:)+-~(g~N~:)+ 8fl ~ 5ot N~ 
+ g~gp + q~ =0, 
~ (g~ NZ) + (gz N~Z) OgB N - og~ N~ 
+ ~ ,8~ aft 
(50) 
+g~g~ +q~ =0,  (51) 
~ (g ~ Q~) + -g-~ (g~ Q~) - g~g ~ --~ + R~ - q¢ =0, 
(52) 
where q=, qB and q¢ are the resultants of surface forces 
per unit middle surface area acting on the shell 
element, see figure 5. 
The equilibrium equations for the resulting mo- 
ments can be obtained in a similar way: 
act (gBM~) + Sfl (g~ -"~) + aft ~-  Cot 
g~ 
-g~gp (Q~- m~) = O, (53) 
8 ~ + ~g& Mo- -~g~ ~ (g~M~)+-~-j(g~M~) a  __~-  M~ 
- g=gp (Q~- mp) = 0, (54) 
Mp~ M~ = 0 (55) 
N~-N~-  R~ + R~ 
where m~ and mz are the resultant moments of surface 
forces per unit middle surface area, see figure 6. 
3.5 Results for axisymmetric shells 
The theory of transversely rigid shells will be  
used now for the special case of small axisymmetric 
deformations ofspherical shells, and describe the sphere' 
in spherical coordinates r, ~b, 0. The radius of the 
Middle surface 
Fig. 5. Resultant external loading force components 
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Middle surface 
Fig. 6. Resultant external loading moment components 
middle surface of the shell is am. We choose the sym- 
metry-axis to be in the q~ = 0 direction. Thus the fol- 
lowing forces are zero 
r(O0r -- r~(9 = 0 . (56) 
Eh 3 
M4) - - -  (K ,  + v Ko) 
12 (1 - v9 
Eh 3 
Mo - (Ko + v K4)) 
12 (1 - v 2) 
(68) 
(69) 
The strain-deformation relations in this configuration 
are 
1 ds(_ j_ , )  
e4) =- -  ± sr , (70) 
am 
1 
e 0 =- -  (s4) cot~b + st),  (71) 
am 
_ l__{d sr ds4)] (72) 
K4)= a2m \ dO 2 d~ ] '  
This leads to: 
No4) = N4)o = Qo = M4)o = Mo~ = qo = mo = O . (57) 
1 \ 
- s,] cot qS. (73) 7\d  l 
The chosen geometry leads to 
R4) = Ro = 94) = am,  (58)  
90 = am sin ~b. (59) 
The equilibrium equations (50-55) then become for 
the axisymmetric case: 
~q5 (N4)sin~b) - N0cos~b+ (Q++ q~am) sinqS= 0, (60) 
q~ (Q4) sin (o) (N4) + No - q~ am) sin ~b = 0, (61). 
~q5 (M4) sin qS) - Mo cos d~ - (04) - m4)) a m sin q5 = 0, (62) 
where q4), qr and m4) are reduced to: 
= T (h/2) q4) 1 + ~ - 1 - -  T;r h/2) 
T(h/2) " 1 - -  T ( r  hI2) , 
qr = 1 + 2a  m - r r  
( )  (h)2 h h +E --i-2< m4)= -~ 1 +-~a~ T;~/2) 2 1 T~7 hI2) . (65) 
The stress-strain relations can be described as 
Eh 
N4) =~_ v2 @4)+ veo) , 
Eh  
No - 1 - v 2 (eO -}- v 84)  , 
The eqs. (60-73) make it possible to express the 
external loading force components qr and q4) and the 
external oading moment m4) in terms of the displace- 
ments of the middle surface. 
These relations will be used in section 4.4 to derive 
the equations for the continuity of the forces across the 
shell. 
4. Boundary conditions for harmonically oscillating 
pure straining flow 
4.1 Velocity cell boundary conditions 
As was stated before in section 2.4, we have to for- 
mulate a set of eight linear homogeneous equations in 
the parameters A (i/, B (0, C (0, D (0, A (0, B (e), C (e) and 
(63) D (0 to solve the specific viscosity. The first equations 
can be derived from the continuity of the velocity at 
the cell boundary. Outside the cell volume the flow 
(64) field is taken to be the harmonically oscillating flow 
used by Oldroyd [4, 16]. This flow field is described by 
eq. (5). Inside the cell volume the flow field can be 
described by eqs. (9) and (10), using the parameters of 
external flow fields. Continuity of the velocity at the 
cell boundary leads to 
(66) ~- b 2 A (e) + b -3 B (el + 2 C (el - 3 b -5 D (el = 2 G,  (74) 
5 
(67) - -  b2A (0 + 3 C (o + 3b -5 D (e) = 3 G. (75) 
14 
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4.2 Finite velocity conditions 
The next two equations are simply derived from the 
requirement of finite velocity at r = 0: 
B (0 = 0, (76) 
D(0 = 0. (77) 
4.3 Continuity of the velocity across the shell 
We can derive two equations from the continuity 
condition for the velocity across the shell. The velocity 
is given by eqs. (9) and (10) using the internal parame- 
ters for the inner region, A (0, B (0, C (0 and D (0 and 
using the external parameters A (e), B (e), C (e) and D (e) for 
the velocity in the outer region. These velocities can be 
related by relations from the shell theory. 
Seide [t0] gives also a relation between the velocity 
of the middle surface of the shell and the velocity of a 
point in the shell wall at a distance ~ from the middle 
surface. These relations can be written as follows: 
U(r m) = u! ¢) , (78) 
R0 (79) 
Re+(  (+R,  8¢. 
Assuming the no-slip condition to be valid the veloci- 
ties u~ + h/2), . (+ h/2) ur at the boundary surfaces of the shell 
are known in terms of A (0 .... and A (e) ..... Using eqs. (78) 
and (79) at ( = _+ h/2 we can not only obtain the veloci- 
ties at the middle surface in terms of the flow field of 
the inner region, but also in terms of the flow field of 
the outer region. By the requirement of the continuity 
of the velocity at the middle surface we thus can obtain 
two relations: 
i 7 -2B( ) (am-h)  -2 
=+A(e) (am+~)3+TB(e) (am+@) -2 
+2C(e) (am+h) -3D(e) (am+h)  -4, (80) 
am 
am -- h/2 
5 i + 
- t -D( i ) (am-@)  -4} 
amh/_2h/2 {@A(i)(am-h)3++B(i)(am-h) -2 
+2C(i)(am-h)-3D(i)(am-h) -4} 
am:h~2 +h) 
4/ 
amh:2k/2 -2 
+2c(e)(am+@)-3D(e)(am+@)-4} . (81) 
4.4 Equi#brium of the forces in the shell 
In section 3.5 we have written the relations which 
make it possible to obtain two identities describing the 
equilibrium of the forces on the shell. Using eqs. (63) 
and (64) we can write the external loading force com- 
ponents in terms of a jump of components of the stress 
tensor: 
qr = Zr(e) I . . . . .  +h/2 -- T(¢)I . . . . .  -h/2, (84) 
q¢ = T!~I ..... +hn - T!~I . . . .  -h/2. (83) 
Substituting eqs. (12) and (13) we can write qr and q¢ 
in terms of the coefficients of the flow field. 
Alternative expressions for qr and q~ in terms of 
these coefficients can be derived from the eqs. (60-62). 
1 
qr ~m 
am 
q¢ = am 
in which 
8 Q¢ + cot ¢ Q¢ - N¢-  No} 
8¢ (84) 
8N¢ }. 
8¢ cote N¢ + cote No-  Q¢ (85) 
1 {~-±cotOM¢-cot (oMo}+mo.  (86) Q¢ = a---~ 
me can be written in terms of the coefficients of the 
flow field by using eq. (65): 
h 
/ \ 1+ h ~2T}~) . . . .  +h/2 m¢ = -~ 2am] 
+--  I (87) 
2 <=am-h~2 
and substituting eqs. (12) and (13). 
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The resultant normal forces N¢ and No and the resul- 
tant bending moments M~ and Mo can be written in 
terms of the coefficients of the flow field by using 
eqs. (66-73) and substituting the solutions of the flow 
field, eqs. (9) and (10). 
The expressions for q~ and q~ derived from the forces 
on the shell caused by the fluid flow have to be equal 
to the expressions derived from the deformation of the 
shell. After lengthy calculations this leads to the fol- 
lowing identity using q~: 
_ _  1 h 4 h -1  
1 rl(e){_.ff.(am+..~)A(e)_3(am+_T ) B(e) 
2a~ 
+4(am+h)2c(e)+24(am+h)-3D (e)} 
1 rl(i){_@(am_@)4A(i)_3(am__~)-lB(i) 
2a2m 
+4(am-h)2c(i)+ 24(am-@)-3D (0} 
_ Eh3(5+v) lam {a _~)2A(i) 
(io)) 12aa(1-v  2) [14 \ m 
+3 "~am(am-@)-3B (i) 
+3amC(O-12am(am-h)-SD (0} 
Eh ( l+v) 
-t 
(ico) a~ (1 - v 2) 
(3am-2h) 
+ ~(am+2h) am- B(i)-(am-2h) C(O 
-6(am+@)(am-@)-5O ''} 
3h 'i' 8 h 4 . 
+-g-ST~3 r/' J { -~-(am--2  - ) 2  am A(o+l(am-h) -IB(i) 
h 4 3h rl(e) {_~_l (am +__~) A(e) + l  
h 2 I 
(88) 
and the identity using q~: 
8 4A(e ) 1 B(e) 1 rl(e ) am + + - -  am 
a~mm "~- 2 
+2(am+h)2c(e)-8(am+~)-3D (e)} 
8 1 1 rl(O{-~-(am-h)4A(i)+l(am-h) - B(O 
a2m 
+ 2 (am-@)2C(i)- 8 (am---~)-3D (i)} 
Eh(S+v) {5am-3h ( h) 2 
- (i.o) a2m (1 - V 2) 42 am -- A(O 
4 am- B (O+(am-h) C(i) 
3 h -5 
-+ (ico) a2(l_v2) ---~ am-- A (i) 
+ 3 (am- ~)-4D (i)} 
Eh3(5~Y) { am(___~ h) 2 
(ico) 12a4(1-v  2) am- A (0 
~ am(am-h)-3B (i) 
h 8 +-~a3mr](i){---~-(am--~) 4A(i) 
1 (am-@)-lB(i)-2(am-@)2C (i) 
h 8 a e' 
1 (am+h)-lB(e)-2(am+h)2c(e) 
2 
+ 8 (am + . (89) 
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5. Solut ion and results 
5.1 Solution of fleet 
• As was hown in section 2.4, we can express the specif- 
ic complex viscosity of the dispersion in terms of the 
constant B(e)/G. This constant is derived from the six 
boundary conditions derived in section 3. Therefore we 
will introduce dimensionless quantities and use a 
matrix notation. This leads to a notation with six 
unknowns and five parameters defined as 
Y1 = A(i) a2 G-1, (90) 
Y2 = C (i) G-I , (91) 
Y3 = A(e) a2m G- 1, (92) 
Y4 = B(e) am 3 G- l, (93) 
Y5 = C(e) G-1, (94) 
Y6 = D(~) am 5 G-l, (95) 
R = b a2~ 1, (96) 
L = h (2 am)-1, (97) 
V = ?1 ( i )"  (~(e) ) - l  , (98) 
Z = 2 co tl (~) a m (E h) -1 , (99) 
and the Poisson ratio v. 
Instead of the parameter R, which is very useful in 
the description of the mechanics, we can alsouse the 
volume fraction qSext which is more useful in the 
graphical representation f the results. 
~io 3 ext=f ( I+L)3R -3. (100) 
Here (ibex t is the volume fraction of the part.icles in- 
cluding the shell. 
Substituting these quantities in the six boundary 
conditions we obtain: 
1 R-  3 1 R2y3+__  Y4+2Y5 3R-sY6 2, (101) 
7 2 
5 
R 2 Y3 + 3 Y5 + 3R-5 Y6 = 3, (102) 
14 
1 1 
~- ( l - L )  3 Y1 + 2( l - L )  Y2- ~- (1 +L)  3 Y3 
_ l ( l+L)  -2 114- 2 (1 +L)  Y5 + 3 ( l+L)  -4 Y6 = 0 ,  
2 
(103) 
I 
- -  (5 - 6 L) (1 -  L) 2Y I+(1-2L)  Y2 
42 
1 1 
- 4-~- (5 +6L)  ( I+L)  2 Y3- -~L( I+L)  -3 Y4 
- ( l+2L)  Ys - (1 -3L) ( l+L) -sY6=O,  (104) 
{( 1 8 ) 15+VL2( I _L )2Z_  1 --i-£+5 -L (1-L)4V-i21 1-÷ 
1 l+v  / 
(3 -4L)  (1-L)zZ- I~ Yl 
+ i  7 1--v 2 l 
+ {(2+6L) (1 -L )2V- i251@v2L2Z -1 
l+v } 
+i2  (1 -4L)Z- I  Y2 
1 - v 2 
+ - -+- -L14  7 ( I+L)ey3+-- f  Y4 
+.( -2+ 3L) (1 +L)  2 Ys-  (12+24L) ( I+L)  -3 Y6 = 0, 
(105) 
8 1 5+v 
~- (1 -L )  s V+ i 6~- 1 -v  ~ (L2+ 18L - 5) 
2 l+v  (1-L)YZ-I// • ( l - L )2Z- l+ i -~ l _v  2 YI 
+{2( I _L )3V+i  2 5+v 3 1-v  2 (L2+6L-3)Z- I  
1 + v } 8 
+ i4~_v2 (1-L)  Z-1 Y2--~-~-(l+ L)S Y3 
- - -  114 - 2 (1 + L) 3 Ys + 8 (1 + L) -2 Y6 = 0.  (106) 
The specific complex viscosity of the dispersion can 
be written as (see eq. (15)) 
* 1 C3R-3 ](4. (107) r]spec = - -  Z J 
Y4 can be solved most easily by using the matrix 
notation of the equations (101 - 106): 
A. Y= C, (108) 
where A is a 6x6 matrix and Y and C are 6× 1 ma- 
trices. Y4 can be solved by Kramers rule: 
det (B) 
Y4 det(A) ' (109) 
where the matrix B can be derived from the matrices A 
and C by substituting C in the fourth column of the 
matrix A. One can solve 114 analytically with the sym- 
bolic computer language Reduce II [19, 20]. 
5.2 Analytical solution 
The analytical solution of the quantity 114 can be 
written with the quantity Z, a dimensionless angular 
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frequency, as the running variable, in the following 
way 
Xl (Zi) 2 -[- )(2 (Z i )  + X 3 
Y4 - )(4 (Zi) 2 + X5 (Z i )  + X 6 ' (l 10) 
where X1-  )(6 are functions of R, L, V and v. The 
analytical solutions of these functions could be given, 
but are rather lengthy. 
The form of this solution is in accordance with the 
expectations on the basis of the form of general inear 
viscoelastic equations with some additional considera- 
tions. Axelrad [21] demonstrated that assuming the 
validity of the principle of passivity four categories of 
linear constitutive quations can be identified. Taking 
into account that for a dispersion of capsules as con- 
sidered lira 09 t/" = 0 and lim t/' 4 = 0 only one category 
09"-40 ¢9"-~ ~ 
remains. The specific viscosity t/s~ec of (107) with Y4 as 
given in (110) belongs to this category. It is character- 
ized by two retardation and two relaxation times. 
In general the analytical solution of t/* is too cum- 
bersome to be manageable. Only the case L = 0 gives 
manageable results. To be able to find the limit for 
L ~ 0 while the interface obtains two-dimensional 
elastic properties, the specific dynamic viscosity has 
been expressed in Z. Thus it is possible to take L = 0 in 
(101-106) while in Z (see eq. (99)) Eh is retained as a 
two-dimensional e asticity. If in the following pages the 
case L = 0 is considered, the preceding condition is 
meant. 
To obtain some insight into the general peculiarities 
of the model t/*pec was calculated numerically. 
II 
I] SPEC 
.4 
,0 
5.3 Numerical  results ,2 
In this section some numerical results of this model 
will be discussed. These results are given graphically ,1 
with Z as the running variable and q~pee and ~/~,e¢ as the 
rheological functions considered. They are defined by: 
/']s~ec = /']spee - -  i t/~ec • (111) 
The correction factor f defined in eq. (4) is given the .6 
value 1.111 (see section 2.2). In all examples v is chosen 
such that the two transitions in t/$¢¢ are separated .4 
clearly. The maximum value of L is taken to be 0.I to 
show clearly the influence of L. However one should 
bear in mind that this shell theory is assumed to be 
valid only for L - 0.05. 
An example of the influence of the parameter V is 
given in figure 7. The most remarkable effect of an 
increase of V is an increase .of the level of the specific 
viscosity at higher frequencies. Besides it results in a 
shift of the relaxation times to longer times. 
A ~  
,1 
i 
qSPEC ~-~~ v---L° _ 
-4 -2 0 2 4 
LOG q (~)W(EL) 
Fig. 7. Influence of the parameter V on the specific viscosity 
of a dispersion. Parameter values: • = 0.10, L = 0, v= 0.999, 
for V=10, V=I, V=0.1 
II 
q SPEC 
r 
~SPEC 
12 
k , .Z  = 0.9 p = 0 .99  v = 0 .999 
:~- ..... --Y-- --- 0- .... 2 
too n (~)~/ (EL)  
Fig. 8. Influence of the parameter v on the specific viscosity of 
a dispersion. Parameter values: ¢' = 0.10, L = 0, V= 1, for 
v = 0.999, v = 0.99, v = 0.9 
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.15 
.10 
.Q5 
4)=0.06 1 
-'~J-25-22q~ 
-4 -2 0 2 
LOG n(e)~a / (EL) 
Fig. 9. Influence of the parameter • on the specific viscosity 
of a dispersion. Parameter  values: L = 0, V= 1, v = 0.999, for 
= 0.10, ~ = 0.05, q5 = 0.025 
II 
I ]  SPEC ,4 
,3 
,i 
L~O.I X 
.8 I] S P EC 
,6 
L = 0.01 \ 
-4 -2 0 2 4 
LOG n (~)~/ (EL) 
Fig. l I. Influence of the parameter  L on  the specific viscosity 
of a dispersion. Parameter values: q~int = 0.1, V= 1, v = 0.999, 
for L=0,  L=0.01 ,  L=0.1 .  Here ~int is the volume of the 
l iquid enclosed within the shell 
,3 
,i 
II 
qsPEc 
I 
I] SPEC 
-4' -2 0 2 4 
LOG n (e)u/ (EL) 
Fig. 10. Influence of the parameter L on the specific viscosity 
of a dispersion. Parameter  values: q~ext = 0.10, V= 1, v = 0.999, 
for L=O,L=O.O1, L=O.1 
,3 
,2 
II 
11 SPEC 
I 
qSPEC 
,2 ~ 0 9 9 ~  
-4' -2 0 2 4 
LOG q (e) ~ / (EL) 
Fig. 12. Influence of the parameter  v on the specific viscosity 
of a dispersion with L = 0.1. Other parameter  values: q~ext = 
0.1, V= I, for v = 0.999 and v = 0.99 
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An example of the influence of the parameter v is 
given in figure 8. This parameter does not influence the 
level of the specific viscosity at high or low frequen- 
cies. Its influence on the relaxation times is significant. 
The shortest relaxation time decreases by about one 
decade if the value 1 - v decreases by one decade. The 
longest relaxation time does not change much. Only a t  
higher values of the parameter L does it decrease 
significantly if the value 1 - v decreases and for L = 0.1 
both the shortest and the longest relaxation time shift 
by about the same factor if 1 -v  changes (see fig- 
ure 12). 
The influence of the volume fraction 45 is visible as a 
change in magnitude of t/* over the whole frequency 
range, see figure 9. The relaxation times are slightly in- 
fluenced by the volume fraction. An increase of the 
volume fraction results in an increase of the relaxation 
times. The longest relaxation time appears (numerically) 
to be more sensitive then the shortest one. 
The influence of L is the most remarkable result of 
this model. From the numerical results it appears that 
an increase of L has a very significant effect on the 
relaxation times and on the level of the specific viscosi- 
ty between the two relaxation times. There is also a 
small increasing effect on the level of the .specific 
viscosity at high frequencies. Examples are given in 
figure 10, 11 and 12. The longest relaxation time de- 
creases appreciably with increasing shell thickness. The 
influence on the shortest relaxation time is much 
smaller (not visible in the given figure but numerically 
it is significant). The level of the specific viscosity 
between the two relaxation times increases according to 
the increase in the shell thickness. 
6. Diseussion 
6.1 Comparison with the literature 
The results obtained can be compared with those 
from the models given in the literature. The present 
model is for L = 0 identical to Oosterbroek's model [7] 
if in his model the interfacial tension and the inter- 
facial viscosities are taken to be zero. The two-dimen- 
sional parameters z (surface dilatational modulus) and 
/l (surface shear modulus) are given by 
EL  
)4= a m (112) 
1--v 
and 
EL  
/2 =~-~v am . (113) 
The identity is self-evident if one considers the six 
boundary conditions (101-106) with L=0 and the 
corresponding conditions in [7]. It has been proved [7] 
that for 45 ~ 00ldroyd's model follows from Ooster- 
broek's model. 
A special case of Oldroyd's model should be com- 
parable with the complex viscosity deducible from the 
linear part of the constitutive quations for a capsule 
dispersion derived by Barth6s-Biesel and Chhim [8]. 
They studied capsules with an incompressible, homoge- 
neous and isotropic shell of finite thickness character- 
ized by a shear modulus. The validity of their constitu- 
tive equation is restricted to a slow varying flow. Thus 
the deducible complex viscosity is valid for low fre- 
quencies. In first order of the frequency, thickness and 
volume fraction they find 
s 45) (1 14) r/' = t/(e) (1 + T 
and 
a t/(e) 
r/"= ~ r/(~) co~ 45. (115) 
This result can be derived from Oldroyd's model as 
follows. From the analysis of the present work it 
appeared that for the transition from three dimensions 
to two dimensions (112) and (113) must be used. To 
incorporate the three-dimensional incompressibility, as
__  I assumed by Barth&-Biesel and Chhim, obviously v-~- 
should be taken instead of v= 1 for two-dimensional 
incompressibility. Indeed then (114) and (115) follow 
from [4]. 
Comparison with the work of Sakanishi and Takano 
[5] and Brunn [6] is also possible if explicit formulae 
have been given. They studied the same kind of capsules 
as Barth6s-Biesel and Chhim did and derived in first 
order of volume fraction the complex viscosity and the 
linear constitutive quation for the capsule dispersion, 
respectively. In general four relaxation times are found. 
This can be expected because at each shell surface two 
force balance equations apply. For L ~ 1 two relax- 
ation times are expected to be equal to those found by 
Oldroyd. It appears that the two longest relaxation 
times can be identified as those occurring for a two- 
dimensional shell. This can be demonstrated by com- 
paring the relaxation times found by Oldroyd, again 
using (112, 113) and v= ½, with those explicitly given 
in [5] and [6] for h ~ 0. The times are given by 
3a,0 (1T_ ¢1  - 96r/o )- '  
"Cl's = 5 Eh 25 (24 r/(e) + 1 9 11 (i)) (1 16) 
with 
(3 r/(e) + 2 r/(0) (16 r/(e) + 19 r/(0) 
1/° - (24 r/(e) + 19 r/(0) (1 17) 
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Brunn [6] gave the same times. Sakanishi and Takano 
[5] gave the limit cases ?](e)/ll(i) "+ 0 and 11(e)/tl(i) --4. 00. 
The physical origin of the other two times, which are 
for L < 0.05 at least a factor 100 shorter, should be due 
to the three-dimensionality of the membrane. 
In a more recent paper Takano and Sakanishi [9] 
studied capsules with shells characterized by aniso- 
tropic elastic properties. For these capsules also two 
relaxation times are found. They are difficult to com- 
pare with the results of the present work not only 
because numerically derived results are difficult to 
compare but their relaxation effects (so-called negative 
relaxations) are not compatible with the principle of 
passivity [21]. 
6.2 Interpretation of the results 
In the following some striking aspects of the present- 
ed results are interpreted. 
The ratio V influences t/* in different ways (see 
figure 7). The relaxation times become longer and the 
magnitude of the transition decreases if V increases. A 
relaxation time can be written as a positive constant 
multiplied by an effective viscosity and divided by an 
effective elasticity. In this case the effective viscosity is 
a monotonically increasing function of r/(0 and of ?/(e) 
[7]. The effective elasticity is either E/ (1 -v )  or 
E/ ( l+v) .  The first fact causes an increase of the 
relaxation times with increasing V. At sufficiently high 
frequencies the stresses acting at each side of the shell 
become much larger than the difference between them 
due to the elastic deformation as the deformation of 
the shell cannot become larger than the overall applied 
strain. As a consequence the high frequency limit of ~/' 
can be described by a model in which the interfaeial 
mechanical properties are negligible (see e.g. [22]). For 
V~ O (1) the limit will be almost proportional to the 
volume fraction. For V--+ oo ~/' (co ~ oo) will become 
equal to r/' (co--+ 0) while the maximum of 1I" de- 
creases. 
In figure 8 the effect of v is shown. Since for L = 0 
the longest relaxation time rl is proportional to p - I  and 
the shortest re to z -1 [7] according to eqs. (112) and 
(113) rl changes with (1 + v) and re with (1 - v). 
The influence of the volume fraction is shown in 
figure 9. The viscosity q' (co = 0) equals Simha's steady- 
state viscosity for solid spheres (see also [7]). The 
explanation is as follows: For co --+ 0 the viscous stresses 
in the forces equil ibrium conditions become zero. As a 
consequence the jump in the viscous stresses due to the 
elastic deformation of the shell should also vanish. 
Since E is finite the deformation of the shell becomes 
zero and the capsule dispersion becomes indistinguish- 
able from a suspension of solid spheres. It is not 
surprising that this correspondence was also found for 
finite L within numerical accuracy. Since ,/' (co = 0) 
increases strongly in a non-linear way with ~ the 
magnitude of the transitions hould increase strongly. 
Finite L has an effect on the relaxation times and the 
magnitude of ,/* (figures 10, 11 and 12). The difference 
between figure 10 and 11 is mainly seen in the magni- 
tude difference at a fixed frequency. It can be ex- 
plained largely by the influence of the volume fraction. 
In figure 10 q~ext includes the shell volume while in 
figure 11 (Pint is just the volume fraction of the dis- 
persed phase enclosed in the shells. Changing L if Pint 
is constant implies changing q~ext, so t/' (co--+ 0) in- 
creases (see the preceding comment on figure 9). 
The main influence of L itself for a fixed value of v 
is a large shift of rt and a small shift of re. This can be 
understood by consideration of the occurring forces 
and ensueing deformation. After some calculations 
starting from eqs. (84) and (85) it follows that the 
angle-independent elastic part in the force equilibria 
can be written as: 
qr = xgA(a,L)  + (3z+ 2¢t) L2 gB(a,L)  (118) 
for the Trr jump condition and 
1 (3 3~ -1- 2/~) L 2 (a, L) q~ = z gA (a, L) + -~ gB 
+ l~ (gA (a, L) - gs (a, L)) (119) 
for the T~ jump condition. 
Here gA and gB are functions which can be deduced 
from eqs. (88) and (89). As already stated the elastic 
deformation of the capsule will vanish for co ~ 0 and 
hence gA (co ~ 0) = 0 and gB (CO--* 0) = 0. For L= 0 
and v ~ 1 it has been demonstrated [7] that zt is (main- 
ly) determined by ~t. This can be realized if q~ (a, 0) ~ 0 
and q~ (a, 0 ) , ,~-  P gB (a,O) is left. Figure 8 confirms 
that rt is hardly influenced by z. For finite but small 
L (< 0.1) one can assume that gA (a, L) ~ ffA (a, 0). For 
co ~ 0 again q~ ~ 0. Assuming that also for finite L the 
condition for rl is still such that q~ ~ 0 then 
2 (3 z + 2¢t) L 2 gB (a, L) g~ ~ _ 
+ # (gA (a, L) - gB (a, L)) .  
In figures 10 and 11 the maximum value of L = 0.1 and 
2(3z+2¢t )  L2~2zL2~40/~.  This v = 0.999. Then -~ 
would imply that ~l for L = 0.1 is mainly due to x L 2 
and no longer to/~ if ] ge (a, L) [ is of the same order of 
magnitude as ] gA (a, L) ]. The shift of rl between L = 0 
and L = 0.1 in figures 10 and 11 is in agreement with 
this interpretation. 
A stronger test for this type of interpretation follows 
using the fact that as observed T~ is hardly influenced 
by L. This is plausible by consideration of (118) and 
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(119). Assuming that gA (a, O) ~ 9A (a, L), g,  (a, O) 
gB (a, L), I gAI ~ l gsI ,  v ~ 1, z >>/~ and L maximal 
0.1, qr ~ z gA (a, L) and qo ~ z gA (a, L). Thus on a log 
scale no appreciable shift of Zs due to a change in L is 
to be expected. Combining the interpretations of rl and 
rs for fixed a, L and ~0, and if one expects that if 1 - v 
changes by some factor (e.g. 0.01 to 0.001) zt and r, 
should change by about the same factor in the same 
direction. This is confirmed numerically in figure 12. It 
may be concluded that Zs is almost independent of L 
and that Tl decreases trongly as a consequence of 
resistance against bending in the case of finite thick- 
ness. This reasoning is only valid if v ~ 1, as otherwise 
a combination of effects can be expected. 
It may be interesting to note that the origin of the 
shift of zt is the influence of the coefficient of flexurai 
rigidity Eh3/(12 (1 -  v2)) in (88) and (89). K16man [23] 
has pointed out that the energy connected with the 
pertinent deformation is of the same form as the splay 
energy (energy of curvature) given by De Gennes [24] 
and Helfrich [25]. Apparently complex viscosity mea- 
surements, e.g. on vesicles, might be a tool for the 
investigation of a curvature ffect. 
In conclusion it can be said that the present model 
shows that finite thickness of the shell can strongly 
influence the relaxation times. The model can be used 
for the interpretation of the linear viscoelastic be- 
haviour of a dispersion of hydrodynamically interact- 
ing capsules at finite volume concentration. Its signifi- 
cance with respect to other available models is ex- 
plained. 
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